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SUPPLEMENTARY STEWARDS REPORT – SEOUL RACECOURSE 
SUNDAY 24TH JANUARY 2010 – RACE TEN 
Following the running of this race, Stewards inquired into the disappointing performance 
of NICE CHOICE. As part of its inquiry NICE CHOICE was sent to the KRA 
veterinary hospital for examination. The result of that examination revealed that NICE 
CHOICE had pulled up lame in the off fore leg. Acting on veterinary advice NICE 
CHOICE will be ineligible to race for four months. Following the running of this race 
DANGDAETEUKGEUP was sent to the KRA veterinary hospital for examination after 
it showed signs of lameness following the race. A further examination of 
DANGDAETEUKGEUP found it to be severely lame in the off fore leg. Acting on 
veterinary advice DANGDAETEUKGEUP will be ineligible to race for twelve months. 
 
RACE ONE:  CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
At the 1200m WINK, MARUDONGJA and HAPYDAY KING bumped when crowded 
between SAESAENGMYEONG (Shin Dae Jun) and MITHRA (Jung Pyoeng Soo) both 
of which shifted ground. Shin Dae Jun and Jung Pyeong Soo were reprimanded. Jung 
Pyeong Soo has incurred two recent reprimands for this offence so, in accordance with 
the KRA penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased and he was fined W20,000. 
WINK was difficult to load in the barrier and must undergo a stall test prior to its next 
start. A post race veterinary examination of WINK did not reveal any abnormality and a 
swab sample was taken. A post race veterinary examination of OSAN DAESONG did 
not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE TWO: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
Near the 100m SKYLAND (Jo In Kwen) was steadied when he shifted to the inside of 
TMBOY which was giving ground quickly in front. Jo In Kwen was advised to be aware 
of runners around him and to exercise greater caution in future.  
 
RACE THREE: CLASS 6 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
CHALLENGE VISION, TAEYANGUI YEOGEOL and BEONGAE YEOSON were 
difficult to load in the barrier and must undergo a stall test prior to their next start. 
SOLGAEBARAM finished outside the qualifying time and in accordance with KRA 



policy it must now re qualify in an official barrier trial prior to its next start. Near the 
50m SINBIGONGJU, when giving ground, was steadied when crowded by 
CHALLENGE VISION (Yoon Tae Hyoug) which shifted in away from WARZONE 
DANCER (Yoo Mi Ra) which shifted in. Yoon Tae Hyoung and Yoo Mi Ra were 
reprimanded and advised that they should have made a greater effort to keep their mounts 
straight.  
 
RACE FOUR: CLASS 4 - FOREIGN BRED – 1000 METRES 
SUPER YONGWANG was slowly away (2L). 
 
RACE FIVE: CLASS 5 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
When questioned Moon Se Young (FIFTY NINER) stated that when rounding the final 
turn his mount became unbalanced and felt that the filly had sustained an injury to its 
hind region. He said that it was for this reason that he restrained FIFTY NINER out of 
the race. Moon Se Young after viewing the video conceded that his mount became 
unbalanced as a result of it bumping with JET BLISS when rounding the final turn. He 
further said that once he had begun to restrain his mount FIFTY NINER had seemed to 
have recovered from the bump however it was no longer useful to continue riding as he 
had already restrained his runner to the extent that it could not have finished in a placing. 
A post race veterinary examination of FIFTY NINER did not reveal any abnormality. 
Stewards expressed the view that Moon Se Young should have known that there was a 
runner to his immediate outside and that his mount had bumped with JET BLISS. 
Stewards further expressed the view that Moon Se Young should have known that his 
mount would become unbalanced as a result and that he was too quick to restrain his 
mount out of the race without first properly confirming whether FIFTY NINER had 
indeed sustained an injury. Stewards were of the view that he was careless in this regard 
and deemed it not acceptable to restrain FIFTY NINER out the race in this instance even 
though he was genuine in his belief at the time that an injury had been sustained. In the 
special circumstances of this case Moon Se Young’s license to ride in races was 
suspended for two race days.  Shortly after jumping YUSEONGJEIL shifted in abruptly 
and crowded CHEON SANG HWA and NATALFIER which were checked. A warning 
was issued against JUSEONGJEIL. 
 
RACE SIX: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
WONDERFUL TONIGHT was an early scratching when it was revealed that the filly 
was lame in the off fore leg. Yoon Tae Hyoug (DAEMYEONGJANG) was warned for 
carelessly allowing his mount to shift out when not quite clear of TOP MYEONGYE 
which was hampered. A post race veterinary examination of BO BAE DUNG I did not 
reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE SEVEN: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED  - 1400 METRES 
A post race veterinary examination of FULL STEP did not reveal any abnormality. 
SEONGJANG ENGINE was difficult to load in the barrier and must now undergo a 
stall test prior to its next start. Jung Pyeong Soo (BULAVA) was fined for careless riding 
in that near the 1200m he permitted his mount to shift in when insufficiently clear of 
FULL STEP which was steadied and carried in onto GRAND THUNDER which was 



checked. Jung Pyeong Soo has incurred two recent fines for this offence so, in 
accordance with the KRA penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased and his license to 
ride in races was suspended for two race days. Lee Ai Lee (MIGHTY BLUE) was 
reprimanded for careless riding in that near the 800m she permitted her mount to shift in 
when not clear of GEOSEONGBONG which was steadied. Lee Ai Lee has incurred 
recent reprimands and fines for this offence so, in accordance with the KRA penalty 
guidelines, her penalty was increased and her license to ride in races was suspended for 
two race days. When the pace steadied rounding the turn near the 800m 
GANGCHEOLSEON was checked when awkwardly placed close to the heels of 
MIGHTY BLUE. 
 
RACE EIGHT: CLASS 4 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1700 METRES 
Lee Dong Kug (JAMPANO) was fined W100,000 for careless riding in that approaching 
the first turn he permitted his mount to shift in when not clear of GAMGYEOK SIDAE 
which had to check out across its heels. Lee Dong Kug has incurred two recent fines for 
this offence so, in accordance with the KRA penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased 
and his license to ride in races was suspended for two race days. Moon Se Young was 
reprimanded for careless riding in that rounding the first turn he shifted in when not quite 
clear of ENERGETIC which was steadied. A post race veterinary examination of 
PERFECT GOLD and MULMANGCHO did not reveal any abnormality. A swab 
sample was taken from PERFECT GOLD. Jung Ki Yong (PERFECT GOLD) was 
fined for careless riding in that near the 300m he permitted his mount to shift in when not 
clear of IBYEON YEONCHUL which was steadied and held up for a short distance. 
Jung Ki Yong has incurred two recent fines for this offence so, in accordance with the 
KRA penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased and his license to ride in races was 
suspended for two race days. 
 
RACE NINE: CLASS 3 – DOMESTIC BRED - 1700 METRES 
Choi Jeung Seob (CLEVER MONEY) was warned for carelessly allowing his mount to 
shift in shortly after the start resulting in BELIEVE ME being hampered. Lee Sang 
Hyeok (VICTORIA CAPTIN) was reprimanded for careless riding in that near the 
100m he permitted his mount to shift out when not quite clear of SOUL WARRIOR 
which was checked when giving ground. A swab sample was taken from SUSEONG 
EQUUS and SEONGGONGCHULBAL. 
 
RACE TEN: CLASS 2 – FOREIGN BRED – 1800 METRES 
POWER SPINNER bled during the race and will be ineligible to race for one month. A 
post race veterinary examination of GREAT TRUE did not reveal any abnormality and a 
swab sample was taken. Lee Sang Hyeok (DAEJAYEON) was found to have ridden 
carelessly in that rounding the first turn he permitted his mount to shift in when 
insufficiently clear of PRIMA CAPTAIN which was crowded and severely checked. 
Lee Sang Hyeok had his license to ride in races suspended for two race days. PRIMA 
CAPTAIN was beaten in excess of 42 lengths so, in accordance with KRA rules, it was 
disqualified and will be suspended from racing for 2 months for not being competitive.  
 
RACE ELEVEN: CLASS 1 – DOMESTIC BRED – 2000 METRES 



TAESANBUKDU was difficult to load in the barrier and must undergo a stall test prior 
to its next.  
 
RACE TWELVE: CLASS 2 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
DREAM RUNNER bled during the race and will be ineligible to start for 1 month. 
When questioned Moon Se Young (HALLASINBI) stated that once GIANT ROSE had 
crossed in front his mount resented the sand kickback from him and despite his urgings 
his mount was reluctant to progress forward and it raced further back than expected. He 
stated that when racing in the home straight his mount did not feel comfortable and in his 
opinion was making some abnormal breathing sounds. A post race veterinary 
examination of HALLASINBI did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was 
taken. A post race veterinary examination of NAMCHONUI YEOWANG did not reveal 
any abnormality and a swab sample was taken.  
 
RIDING CHANGES 
Lee Jun Dong injured his knee during the morning track work session and was not able to 
fulfill his riding engagements. Stewards permitted the following replacements. 
Race 6   TOP MYEONGYE   Katoh 
Race 8   FT. GREEN    Yang Hee Jin 
 
 
In addition to the swab samples noted above, all the first three place getters in each 
race were sent to be swabbed. 
 
 


